No part of the candidate evidence in this exemplar material
may be presented in an external assessment for the purpose
of gaining credits towards an NCEA qualification.
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FIRST PASSAGE: ¿Es mejor vivir en la ciudad o en el campo? /
				 Is it better living in the city or the country?
Is it better living in the city or the country? This really depends on each individual’s preferences.
However, there are definitely advantages and disadvantages to both. You are going to hear a
conversation between two friends who have different views about this. Question One and Question
Two are based on this passage. Answer the questions in your choice of English, te reo Māori, and /
or Spanish. You now have one minute to read the questions.
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SECOND PASSAGE: ¿A qué fiesta debo ir? / What fiesta shall I go to?
Do you know of a fiesta that is celebrated in Spain? Listen to a podcast about three famous fiestas.
Your task will be to find out as much as you can about them and then decide which one you would
go to. Question Three is based on this passage. Answer the question in your choice of English, te
reo Māori, and / or Spanish. You now have 30 seconds to read the question.
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THIRD PASSAGE: ¿Por qué aprender otro idioma? /
				 Why learn another language?
Learning a second language can be hugely challenging but at the same time immensely rewarding.
Studies show that the benefits of learning a second language are numerous. Listen to an interview
between a student and her teacher in which they discuss the student’s reasons for learning
Spanish. Question Four is based on this passage. Answer the question in your choice of English,
te reo Māori, and / or Spanish. You now have 30 seconds to read the question.
LISTENING NOTES
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Grade
score

Total score

13

Annotation

A4

Key points from both speakers are noted i.e. “more activities to do”, “less ways
to communicate”, “things are cleaner” and “fresh food” but need to be more
specific for M5. Specifying that the “air is cleaner” and noting some correct
disadvantages of the city according to Juan would have provided evidence of
clear understanding.

N2

Although some details are correct, the candidate does not show sufficient
understanding of the general meaning to score A3. Understanding of the
timeline of the move is not shown, nor the motivation for it. Details in part (b)
are guessed.

A4

The general meaning of each passage is communicated but lacks the clarity of
detail for M5. More specific understanding of dates, the length of the festival or
of details not represented in the images would move this to M5.

A3

Part (a) is based on incorrect inference and prior knowledge rather than the
spoken text. There is sufficient evidence of understanding in part (b) and (c) to
award A3. Identifying more information about English, German and Mandarin
could move the grade to A4.
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Annotation
Ideas from each of the speakers are communicated but need to be fleshed out
with more specific details for M5.
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A4

N2

A3

A4

Some understanding of the first part of the text is communicated but the
response is inconsistent. One or two more points (largely correct) would have
pushed this to at least A3.
Some dates are correct and there is some understanding of each festival
shown. Further explanation of these points would get it to A4.

Response to (b) is largely correct but (a) is too ambiguous for M5. In part (c)
the candidate veers from the content of the text. Had it been more focused,
M5 would be warranted.

